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Abstract—Environmentally driven regulations are significantly6
affecting shipping in recent years, where the shipbuilding industry7
is required to comply with upcoming restrictions concerning8
polluting emissions. The all-electric ship (AES) is one of the9
most promising technologies for complying with the increasingly10
strict environmental regulations, improving fuel efficiency, and11
enhancing system dynamic performance. In this study, the12
dc-distributed power grid of an AES integrated with fuel cells13
and batteries has been configured using extensive electrification14
technology, where the system-level shipboard power plant has15
been modeled with the average modeling method. The model not16
only incorporates the hybrid power source integration but also the17
primary and secondary power management as a whole. In addition,18
a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) has been set up to replicate the19
real-time system behavior, which is essential for the verification of20
any optimal power management control algorithms to be developed21
in future work. Finally, both the mathematical and real-time models22
are validated against the full-scale hybrid shipboard power system.23

Index Terms—All-electric ship, fuel cell system (AES),24
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL), hybrid shipboard power microgrid,25
renewable energy sources.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

MARITIME transport has played a dominant role in the28

global trade system for centuries, and it is expected that29
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international maritime trade will expand at continuous annual 30

growth for years to come [1]. Recently, environmental sus- 31

tainability has become a significant policy concern in global 32

maritime transport [2]. With this concern, the shipbuilding 33

industries are compelled to abide by rules on polluting emissions 34

imposed by International Maritime Organization (IMO) and 35

national legislation [3]. To achieve high energy efficiency and 36

low emission, it is believed that the all-electric ship (AES) will 37

be one of the most promising technologies to comply with the 38

environmental regulations [4]. In particular, vessel types such as 39

tug boats, river pushers, and ferries will be the early adopters as 40

they usually operate near coasts or in inner rivers, which belong 41

to emission control areas (ECAs). Other vessel types such as 42

container vessels may need more time before the AES design 43

can be adopted [5]. 44

With the development of energy storage technologies, new 45

energy sources can be integrated into the shipboard power 46

network. Batteries, as the most mature energy storage system 47

(ESS) device, have been widely utilized in different applications 48

in marine vessels. However, due to energy density limitation, 49

battery systems only function as a main power supply for 50

small-scale vessels in short distance shipping segment or as an 51

auxiliary power source onboard of large vessels to enhance the 52

dynamic performance or short-term zero-emission operation. In 53

order for clean energy sources to be a feasible solution for larger 54

ocean-going ship types, such as cruise ships and RoRo/RoPax 55

(the vessels built for freight vehicle transport with passenger 56

accommodation), fuel cell systems have been introduced. It is 57

expected that fuel cell systems would replace diesel engines as 58

the main power source in the future. 59

The hybrid shipboard power system integrated with different 60

types of power sources brings in a lot of benefits, but it also 61

increases the complexity of the system structure and power 62

management control. To get deep understanding of the hybrid 63

power system and improve the current control algorithms, a 64

comprehensive system-level hybrid power plant model is needed 65

as a foundation. The expected system model should be able 66

to perform the actual shipboard power plant responses under 67

different operating modes and loading profiles. 68

A few power system configurations and modeling method- 69

ologies have been published in the recent literature. In [6] 70

and [7], land-based hybrid dc microgrid configurations have 71
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been introduced. The authors in [8] have proposed a diesel-72

generator-based marine power network equipped with a battery73

ESS, while a fuel cell-based marine system model has been74

developed in [9], where the authors are mainly focusing on75

the fuel cell chemical reaction and fuel processing. The above76

references focus only on certain parts of the power grid rather77

than the observation of the dynamics and performance of the78

complete system.79

It is worth noting that shipboard power systems have their80

own special configurations and requirements [10]. The main81

difference with land-based power system is that shipboard power82

system is an isolated microgrid with short distances from gen-83

erated power to the electric propulsion load [11]. The average84

short-circuit levels and forces are quite high so that it must be85

dealt with some special manners to protect the power equipment.86

During cruising, shipboard power system is impacted a lot by the87

environment, such as marine weather and unexpected thrusters88

load variations, therefore the system stability and reliability is89

crucial for marine vessels. Extra efforts in system reconfigurabil-90

ity and redundancy are required to prevent single point failure91

according to the marine classification rules. Compared to EV92

power system, the power scale of the shipboard power network93

is much bigger and complicated. Due to its particularity of the94

shipboard power system [12], there is the urge to build its own95

power plant model rather than reusing other existing models.96

In addition, system-level power plant model is not only to inte-97

grate different power sources but also to implement primary and98

secondary level power management to coordinate power load99

sharing, frequency, and voltage control. A previous work by the100

authors [13] modeled an ac-distributed shipboard hybrid power101

system. However, in the past decade, dc-based distribution sys-102

tems have gained popularity due to their advantages in many103

aspects [14]. A system-level dc-based shipboard power model104

is necessary to simulate the vessel operating performances. The105

comprehensive and reliable power plant model is the foundation106

and precondition for system studies and further research.107

Compared to the existing studies on hybrid power network108

modeling problems, the main contributions of this article are109

highlighted as follows.110

1) A dc-distributed system-level shipboard power system111

model is built, integrating the mathematical model of dif-112

ferent power sources, as well as the primary and secondary113

power management control. All the power sources are re-114

sizable to configure the new shipboard systems according115

to the varied ship design specifications.116

2) A hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) platform is set up in lab117

environment as well. HIL helps to perform the system118

real-time states. It is a useful tool for prototyping the power119

and energy management system (PEMS) controller and120

communication interface validation without involving any121

hardware devices setup.122

3) Both the mathematical and real-time HIL model have123

been validated against the real hardware full-scale hybrid124

shipboard power system.125

The rest of this article is organized as follows: The hybrid126

shipboard power system configuration is discussed in Section II.127

A dc-based power distribution model and the simulation results128

Fig. 1. ESS integration scheme for both dc and ac distribution system.

are presented in Section III. Section IV evaluates the system 129

plant model HIL setup. And the validation tests are performed 130

in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this article. 131

II. SHIPBOARD POWER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 132

In this section, the functions of several integration schemes 133

will be introduced in detail. The advantages and the system 134

configuration of dc-distributed shipboard power system will also 135

be discussed. 136

A. Advantages of DC-Based Shipboard Power System 137

Currently, the majority of commercial marine vessels have a 138

diesel or gas engine powered plant with ac distribution, while 139

the dc-distributed shipboard system has drawn much attention 140

over the past decade. In both ac and dc-distributed systems, ESS 141

integration is a trend for different functionalities [15]. 142

Energy storage, such as batteries will help the slow power 143

devices level out load variations from the thrusters and other 144

heavy consumers. Besides, the clean energy sources are able to 145

provide the main power supply of the ship operation in order 146

to achieve zero-emission operation. There are several methods 147

to integrate the ESS into the shipboard network [16], which is 148

shown in Fig. 1. 149

According to this integration scheme, it can be seen that the 150

ESS is much easier to connect to a dc-distributed network than an 151

ac system. The storage devices can be directly connected to the 152

dc network. This direct-on-line (DOL) ESS gives an efficiency 153

increase compared to the ESS with dc/dc converter, but at the 154

cost of less control features to be achieved. On the other hand, 155

ESS is also possible to be extended to an ac-distributed system 156

through a dc/ac converter with LCL filter and transformer [17]. 157

The LCL filter is used herein to improve the power quality and 158

reduce the total harmonic distortion (THD) level of the main 159

power network. While the shielded transformer is utilized to 160

solve the electromagnetic interference (EMI) issue, it also blocks 161

the circulating current within the power electronic converters 162

such as IGBT or MOSFET. In addition, the dc/ac converters also 163

need to monitor the amplitude, frequency, and phase shift of the 164

power network voltage on ac side to achieve the synchronization 165

operation [13]. It is clear that the ac-based power configuration 166

is quite complex not only in system configuration but also in 167

power management control [14]. Furthermore, it also increases 168
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Fig. 2. Typical dc-based shipboard power system single line diagram.

the dimensions of the equipment, where the space onboard a169

ship is limited.170

Safety is another important consideration for implementing171

the dc-based distribution. A dc-configured system is inherently172

simpler than an ac system, which means that it is easier to predict173

fault scenarios and devise adequate protection against them. The174

generators can be connected to the dc distribution system in a175

short time because it is not necessary for synchronization. It has176

considerable potential to improve the stability, efficiency, and177

performance of future dc-based ship power systems [18].178

In addition to the benefits described above, there are numerous179

other benefits with dc distribution. Some of these are summa-180

rized as follows.181

1) Voltage Distortion: Harmonic distortion is inherent in ac182

systems with frequency converters, while being less of a183

concern with dc distribution.184

2) Electrical Efficiency: In the process of going from ac-to-dc185

distribution, the system efficiency is improved by 0.5–186

1% [19].187

3) Ease of Control: It is not required to control the frequency188

and reactive power of the network. The control system is189

simplified and only needs to overlook the dc voltage.190

Overall, the integration of a hybrid ac-distributed shipboard191

power is complex and costly [14]. Multiple layers of the power192

conversion and transmission increase the system losses and193

probability of equipment failure. It is more suitable for some194

retrofit projects, which are planned for extending a single ESS195

from an existing ac distribution network. Due to the advantages196

of dc-distribution power system, this study focuses on dc-based197

shipboard power plant modeling.198

B. Hybrid Shipboard Power System Configuration 199

For a hybrid dc-distributed shipboard power system, the en- 200

ergy storage devices can be connected to the system. A generator 201

set driven by a combustion diesel engine is possible to be 202

integrated into the dc power network. Usually, synchronous 203

generators are used and rectified (ac to dc converter) before the 204

power is transmitted to the dc bus. Propulsion and other ship 205

service loads are regulated by dc/ac inverters. The typical con- 206

figuration of an all-electric dc hybrid ship power and propulsion 207

system is shown in Fig. 2. In this study, two fuel cell modules 208

are function as the main power supply to achieve zero emission 209

operation. Two battery banks handle the ship load variations. 210

And two diesel gen sets (DG) are the backup power in case the 211

fuel cell devices or the hydrogen fuel are not available under 212

emergency condition. 213

The main switchboards are usually split into two sections 214

or more to obtain the redundancy requirements of the vessel 215

according to the marine class rules and regulations. This kind of 216

structure is not only an intrinsic advantage of dc distribution but 217

it also has the ability to supply power to the load continuously 218

even under certain fault conditions [16], such as short-circuit. 219

During normal operation, the dc-grid switchboard are usually 220

connected (close bus tie), which gives the best flexibility in 221

the configuration of the power generation. The optimal num- 222

ber of the power devices can be connected to the power net- 223

work according to the load transients to achieve certain control 224

criteria. 225

III. FUEL CELL-FED DC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM MODELING 226

In this section, a system-level dc-based hybrid shipboard 227

power plant will be modeled. The power network includes 228

the fuel cells, batteries, and DGs as the energy sources. The 229

essential components of the dc-grid power system are the power 230
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Fig. 3. General block diagram of a diesel engine-driven synchronous generator.

electronics devices. An ESS dc/dc converter and a 6-pulse ac/dc231

rectifier for DG integration will be modeled. The propulsion232

load and ship hotel loads of the vessel will be represented with233

controllable current sources. Power management, including load234

power sharing, dc voltage coordination, and power regulation235

will be achieved as well.236

A. Energy Sources Modeling237

1) Diesel Gen-Set Model: Fig. 3 shows the general config-238

uration of a diesel engine-driven synchronous generator239

system. The system consists of four main sections: Fuel240

injection and diesel engine, governor, synchronous gen-241

erator (SG), and automatic voltage regulator (AVR) [20].242

The mathematical models of each part of diesel generator243

are introduced as follows.244

a) Fuel injection and diesel engine can be presented by245

a time delay and the coupling shaft model, as in [21]246

and [22]. The simplified model is given by247

Tm(s)

uω(s)
=

Ken · e−td·s

tes+ 1
(1)

Jeq · dωm

dt
= Tm − Te − kfeq · ωm (2)

where ωm is the mechanical speed, uω is the control248

signal from the speed governor, Tm is the mechanical249

torque developed by the engine, Jeq is the equivalent250

inertia of the entire system, kfeq is the equivalent251

friction coefficient,Ken is the engine gain, td is a delay252

representing the time elapsed from the fuel injection253

until the torque is developed at the engine shaft, and te254

is the time constant of the fuel injection.255

b) Governor is responsible for regulating the engine256

speed to maintain it within the allowable range dur-257

ing the different load conditions, resulting in constant258

output frequency or within the desired limits. This259

governor also has the structure of a PI controller with260

the droop function implemented. This model can be261

given by262

uω = (ω∗
en − ωen − kdr,freq · uω)

(
KPω

+
KIω

s

)

(3)
where KPω

and KIω are the proportional and integral263

gains of the governor PI controller, and ωen is the264

engine nominal speed and kdr,freq is the speed droop265

gain that equals (mdr · ωen), and mdr is the static 266

droop slope. 267

c) Synchronous generator is considered without damper 268

windings for the sake of simplifying the model. And 269

its d-q rotating reference frame is given by 270

Vd = −rs · id+Lq · ωe · iq+Ld · did
dt

+Msf · dif
dt

(4)

Vq = −rs · iq−Ld · ωe · id+Lq · diq
dt

+Msf · ωe · if
(5)

Vf = rf · if + Lf · dif
dt

−Msf · did
dt

(6)

Te = (Ld − Lq) · id · iq +Msf · iq · if (7)

whereVd,Vq, id, and iq are the output voltages and cur- 271

rents in the d-q rotating reference frame, respectively, 272

Vf and if are the field excitation voltage and current, 273

respectively, rs and rf are the stator winding and 274

field winding internal resistances, respectively, Ld and 275

Lq are the stator inductance in the d-axis and q-axis, 276

respectively, Lf is the inductance of the field, Msf is 277

the mutual inductance between the field winding and 278

the d-axis stator winding, andTe is the electromagnetic 279

torque. It is worth noting that, the following assump- 280

tions have been considered: The stator windings are 281

symmetrical, a uniform sinusoidal distribution along 282

the air gap, the permanence of the magnetic paths on 283

the rotor is independent of the rotor positions, and the 284

saturation and the hysteresis effects are neglected. 285

d) Automatic voltage regulator has the responsibility of 286

controlling the terminal voltage of the synchronous 287

generator under different load conditions. This AVR is 288

modeled as a first-order system, representing a power 289

converter controlled by a PI controller [20], that is 290

given by 291

Vf =
kconv

tconvs+ 1
· (Uv − kdr,vVf ) (8)

Uv =

(
KPv +

KIv

s

)
· (V ∗

t − Vt) (9)

where KPv and KIv are the proportional and integral 292

gains of the AVR PI controller, kconv and tconv are the 293
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Fig. 4. ESS power source modeling. (a) Proton-exchange membrane (PEM)
fuel cell and its equivalent circuit. (b) Lithium-ion battery and its equivalent
circuit.

converter gain and time constant, and V ∗
t and Vt are294

the reference and measured rms output line voltage.295

kdr,v is the dc voltage droop rate for dc-distributed296

power system.297

2) Fuel Cell Model: There are a few different types of fuel298

cell technologies. The proton-exchange membrane (PEM)299

fuel cell is the most mature technology over other types of300

fuel cell. With its relatively low cost and high energy effi-301

ciency features, PEMFC is the most widely used in marine302

applications [23]. Fig. 4(a) shows a single PEM fuel cell303

model and its equivalent circuit [24]. The fuel cell losses304

are mainly divided into three categories: Activation loss305

Ract, concentration loss Rconc, and ohmic loss Rohm [25].306

The voltage of a PEMFC elementary cell can be written307

as follows [26]:308

Vcell = Enernst − Vact − Vconc − Vohm (10)

Vfc = Nfc × Vcell (11)

where Vcell is the voltage of a PEMFC elementary cell,309

Enernst is the equilibrium voltage,Vact is the activation over-310

potential, Vconc is the concentration overpotential, Vohm is311

the ohmic overpotential, Vfc is the voltage of PEMFC312

stack, and Nfc is the number of cells in series.313

In this study, the PEMFC is configured with Mat-314

lab/Simulink Simscape library.315

3) Battery Model: To balance the cost, energy density, power316

density, safety performance, and life span, Li-ion battery317

is the most applied battery type in marine ESS applica-318

tions [27]. Simple models based on the equivalent circuit319

of a resistor in series with a parallel RC circuit (polariza-320

tion circuit) [28] have been used to determine the dynamic321

characteristics of the battery, as shown in Fig. 4(b).322

Open-circuit voltage (OCV) is defined differently for323

discharging and charging at given state-of-charge (SoC)324

due to the hysteresis effect [29]. The total voltage drop325

from OCV is then modeled here based on the first-order326

equivalent circuit to account for the internal resistance and327

polarization (OCV relaxation).328

Vterm = VOCV − IRe − Vp (12)

where Vterm is the terminal voltage of the cell, VOCV is329

the cell OCV, I is the current rate of the cell (positive330

for discharging and negative for charging), Re is the331

electrical resistance (responsible for instantaneous voltage332

drop together with Cp, after the application of load) and333

Vp is the voltage drop across the polarization circuit.334

At any instant, Vp across the parallel RC circuit is rep- 335

resented by the voltage drop acrossRp or Cp. So, the 336

equation can be arranged by 337

Vp(t)

Rp
+ Cp

dVp(t)

dt
= I(t) (13)

where IRp is the current across polarization resistance, and 338

ICp is the current across polarization capacitance. The sum 339

of IRp and ICp gives the total circuit current I . 340

Then perform Laplace transform by 341

Vp(s) = I(s)
Rp

1 + sRpCp
(14)

so that the steady-state response of terminal voltage 342

Vterm s−s to a given current by 343

Vterms−s = VOCV − I(Re +Rp) = VOCV − IRti (15)

where Rti = Re +Rp is the total internal resistance of a 344

cell. 345

SoC is another critical parameter for the battery 346

system. SoC is intrinsically divided into two types: Instan- 347

taneous SoC (SoCinst) and nominal SoC (SoCnom), both 348

based on Ah counting. Nominal SoC is derived from nom- 349

inal capacity based on standard discharging conditions as 350

suggested by the manufacturer, while instantaneous SoC 351

is based on the available instantaneous discharge capacity 352

given by 353

SoCnom(ti) = SoCnom(ti−1)− Istep(ti−1)tstep

Cnom
(16)

SoCinst(ti)=
(1− SoCnom(ti−1))Cnom

Cstep avail(ti−1)
− Istep(ti−1)tstep

Cstep avail(ti−1)
(17)

where, Istep is the current at a given time step, tstep is 354

the span of time under consideration (sampling time of 355

BMS/controller), andCstep avail is the capacity available for 356

Istep. Instantaneous SoC is useful in indicating the capacity 357

available at a given time step and operating conditions, 358

especially higher discharge rates. 359

In this study, the Matlab/Simulink Simscape battery stack 360

model is utilized. 361

B. Power Electronic Converter Modeling 362

A dc/dc converter (for fuel cell and battery control), and an 363

ac/dc rectifier (for diesel generator control) are modeled in this 364

section. 365

1) DC/DC Converter Model: Both of the fuel cells and the 366

battery systems are powered by dc/dc converter. The dc/dc 367

converter regulates the output voltage and power flow 368

from the storage device [8]. Different from the battery 369

bidirectional control [31], fuel cells only require a single 370

direction power flow to provide the power to dc link. It 371

can be represented as the following equation: 372

Vdc

VESS
=

1

1−D
(18)
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Fig. 5. DC/DC converter average model.

Fig. 6. Average model of 6-Pulse ac/dc rectifier, where Vd, Vq , Id, Iq are
generator’s output voltage and current in dq − axes, δ is the angle between Vd

and Vq , coefficient Kv is the ratio between the magnitude of rectifier output
voltage Vdc and its input voltage Vd, Vq , and δ.

where D is the duty cycle of dc/dc converter.373

There are two methods to model the power electronic374

converters, i.e., electromagnetic transient (EMT) model375

and average model. EMT model is straightforward and376

can represent the modulation process of the power elec-377

tronic device. However, the simulation speed will be slow378

down due to the usage of high-frequency carriers during379

pulsewidth modulation (PWM). EMT simulation method380

is more suitable for system stability analysis studies, but381

not suitable to evaluate system performance throughout382

the operational profile which can last in the order minutes383

or even hours. For that reason, the average model is se-384

lected to configure the shipboard power plant model here.385

The dc/dc converter average model is shown in Fig. 5.386

2) AC/DC Rectifier Model: The DGs are connected into dc387

bus via a 6-pulse diode rectifier. The average model of388

a diode bridge loaded synchronous generator was used389

here to simplify the calculation of the average values of390

generator d-q variables to the dc voltage and current at the391

bridge output [32], as shown in Fig. 6.392

The voltage and current at the dc terminal can be defined393

as proportional to the amplitudes of the first harmonics of394

generator phase voltage and current, respectively [33]395

Vdc = Kv

√
V 2
d + V 2

q (19)

idc = Ki

√
i2d + i2q (20)

where Vdc is dc voltage output from the rectifier. Vd, Vq ,396

id, and id are the voltage and current of generator in dq-397

axes. Kv is the generator voltage constant, and Ki is the398

generator current constant.399

C. System Control Philosophy400

For existing hybrid shipboard power management is usually401

arranged in line with the hierarchical control framework. The402

basic structure is shown in Fig. 7.403

Fig. 7. Hierarchical control framework for shipboard power management,
where the primary and secondary control have been applied.

In hierarchical control, the primary control level is to handle 404

the load sharing among the hybrid power sources. The secondary 405

control level includes the grid voltage coordination and to ensure 406

bus signals at their operating ranges. The tertiary control level 407

is used to achieve optimal operation with intentional objec- 408

tives [34]. In this study, the primary and secondary level power 409

management control have been achieved, while the tertiary 410

control will be considered in future’s research work. 411

The basic load sharing mechanism in dc-distributed power 412

network is dc voltage droop control. Basically, with the voltage 413

droop control, all the power sources share the load based on the 414

dc bus voltage in the similar way as with frequency droop control 415

in ac-distributed system. The load sharing function is realized 416

by adjusting the voltage droop rate. In Fig. 8, it shows the load 417

sharing results of a dc power network with three different droop 418

rate setting. A steeper droop angle will cause one consumer to 419

take less load than one with a more flat droop angle given the 420

same voltage set point. 421

DG system is integrated into the dc network via 6-pulse 422

diode rectifier, and the output voltage is controlled by AVR. 423

The dc voltage set point is defined as the nominal dc voltage of 424

the rectifier. Droop increases with increasing generator speed. 425

Usually, the dc voltage droop rate is not larger than 5% [35]. 426

For the energy storage power sources, such as fuel cells and 427

batteries, the dc voltage droop control is implemented in the 428

power electronic dc/dc converters. The block diagram of the 429

voltage control loop is as shown in Fig. 9. It is a dual control 430

loop, with the current control as the inner loop with the voltage 431

control as the outer loop. Kdr,v is the voltage droop rate for load 432

sharing with other power sources. 433

The dc voltage droop control is simple and reliable. But due 434

to the complexity of hybrid dc-grid system configuration, it is 435

difficult to fine-tune the whole power system with one single 436

parameter to maintain the performance of each power source, 437

and ensure the system stability at the same time. It is also not 438

possible to achieve strategy loading or even optimized operation. 439

Therefore, the power control of the ESS devices is expected. The 440

dc/dc converter power control loop with PI controllers is shown 441

in Fig. 10. It is a single current control loop, where the current 442

reference is given by the quotient of reference power and dc 443

voltage. 444

In this study, dc voltage droop combined with power control 445

is implemented as primary power management scheme. The 446

system voltage coordination rules and constrains have been set 447

in power electronic converter models as the secondary level of 448
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Fig. 8. Load sharing with 3 different droop curves. (a) Integrated dc-distributed system with three power sources and their droop rates. (b) System voltage
and load sharing scheme.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE DC-BASED DEMO VESSEL

Fig. 9. DC/DC converter control scheme I - Voltage control loop.

Fig. 10. DC/DC converter control scheme II - Power control loop.

power management.The ESS device output power or voltage449

shall be regulated according to the reference command if the450

corresponding control scheme is selected. Two different opera-451

tion modes will be studied in this article: Zero-emission mode452

and DG in-parallel mode.453

D. System Simulation Results454

A small-scaled tugboat power plant is configured as the target455

vessel for simulation test. It is a typical hybrid shipboard dc-grid456

system design, as shown in Fig. 2. It comprises two sets of457

200-kW fuel cells, two battery arrays with capacity of 113 kWh458

and two 410-kW DGs as the back-up power. The detailed459

system configuration parameters for this dc-based demo vessel460

are shown in Table I. The simulation tests are performed with461

two operating modes, respectively: Zero-emission mode and DG462

in-parallel mode. The test results are shown as follows.463

1) Zero-Emission Mode: During the zero-emission mode464

operation, there is no DG online. The battery units are465

working under the voltage control scheme to regulate the 466

system dc-grid voltage level. Two battery sets share the 467

load via voltage droop control. Fig. 11 shows the simula- 468

tion results for the dc-grid hybrid power plant performance 469

under zero-emission operation. 470

a) T = 3–15 s: The load power increases to 300 kW. The 471

total load demands are supplied by two fuel cell mod- 472

ules and two battery units. Fuel cells follow the power 473

references from the dc/dc converter, while batteries 474

share the remaining required power equally when the 475

voltage droop rate is set as the same value. In this test, 476

voltage droop rate is set as 3%. 477

b) T = 15–30 s: The propulsion load is dropped. The bat- 478

teries switch to charging mode to absorb the remaining 479

power from network for future usage. 480

c) T = 30 s–end: the load is increased to peak, around 481

400 kW. The batteries discharge and provide the power 482

supply for the peak load demands. 483

It shows that the dynamic response of fuel cells is relatively 484

slow and it needs the battery systems’ support to fulfill the 485

peak ship load. With voltage droop control, the system dc 486

voltage slightly varies according to the different loading 487

conditions. Two fuel cells are operated independently 488

according to their own reference profiles. Usually in real 489

practice, fuel cells can be set to provide the average load 490

demands [36], and the batteries are to enhance the system 491

dynamic performance and boost the power supply during 492

peak load. 493

2) DG in-Parallel Mode: When the system is under DG 494

in parallel mode, the DGs connect to dc network via a 495
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Fig. 11. Simulation results for the dc-based shipboard power grid model for demo vessel. Zero-emission mode. (a) Power split of the hybrid shipboard power
plant model. (b) Dynamic behavior of fuel cell devices and batteries.

6-pulsed passive rectifier. The online diesel generators496

dominate the system dc voltage level naturally by its ter-497

minal ac voltage. In this case, battery systems are switched498

to power control scheme which is similar to the fuel499

cell control method to provide the output power flow as500

reference required to achieve an ideal loading strategy and501

optimization control. Fig. 12 shows the simulation results502

of the hybrid ship power system under DG in-parallel503

mode.504

a) T = 3 - 15 s: The load power increases to peak 400 kW.505

The fuel cell modules follow the power reference com-506

mands from the dc/dc converter. The propulsion load507

variations are absorbed and equally shared between508

two battery units. The voltage droop rate here is set as509

2% for both the DGs so that they are able to share equal510

100-kW load throughout the simulation.511

b) T = 15 - 30 s: The propulsion load is dropped. The512

batteries switch to charging mode to absorb the extra513

power for future usage.514

c) T = 30 s - end: The power of the load is shooting up to515

the peak again. The batteries discharge and boost the516

total power supply.517

In this simulation test, fuel cells and battery systems provide518

the power supply according to the power allocation reference,519

and the remaining power demands from the network go to DGs520

online. Similar to the zero-emission mode, the batteries function521

as the dynamic enhancement to support the system dynamic522

performance. To maintain system stability, the generators shall523

remain stable outputs, and usually, it can be set as the average524

load demands.525

For both zero-emission mode and DG in-parallel mode sim- 526

ulation test, the different power sources are integrated into the 527

common dc-distributed power network and able to satisfy the 528

load demands. The system power load sharing is under dc 529

voltage droop combined with power control scheme. During 530

both of the operation modes, the power reference profile for 531

the two fuel cells are set differently. This system-level hybrid 532

power plant model provides the control freedom to interface 533

with different tertiary level power management algorithms. 534

IV. HIL SETUP 535

Control algorithm testing can be time-consuming, costly, and 536

potentially unsafe if the test is against a real hardware-based 537

system. Therefore, software-based plant model is considered 538

for replacing the real system and to generate the operational 539

profile of a vessel. A HIL setup is expected to provide real-time 540

simulation of the shipboard power system behavior and dynam- 541

ics, as well as the hardwired interfaces with control signals and 542

communication protocols. HIL test is able to ensure high quality 543

of the control software. It is a reliable verification and validation 544

method to prototype the controller before implementing the 545

control algorithm into a real hardware environment [37]. 546

In this study, the shipboard power system plant model is 547

successfully built and run on a real-time Speedgoat target 548

machine, which provides real-time simulation of plant model 549

behavior and dynamics as well as the communication interface 550

with field-bus protocols. The power and energy optimization 551

control algorithms are developed and downloaded to a B&R 552

brand X20CP3586 programmable logic controller (PLC)-based 553
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Fig. 12. Simulation results for the dc-based shipboard power grid model for demo vessel. DG in-parallel mode. Frequency of the DG is 50 Hz. (a) Power split
of the hybrid shipboard power plant model. (b) Dynamic behavior of fuel cell devices, batteries and DGs.

Fig. 13. HIL topology scheme.

embedded control system. The available real-time Fieldbus com-554

munication protocols between the plant model and controller are555

Profinet and Profibus for this setup. In this study, the topology556

diagram of the HIL test bed is shown in Fig. 13.557

V. SYSTEM MODEL VALIDATION558

In this study, the mathematical shipboard power system model559

and HIL plant are both validated against the full-scale hybrid560

power plant system. The actual power grid facilities are located 561

at ABB collaborated hybrid power laboratory in MARINTEK, 562

at Norwegian University of Science and Technology, in Trond- 563

heim, Norway. The main objective of this experimental valida- 564

tion test is to verify that the response of the modeled shipboard 565

power system matches with the actual system response. The 566

DGs and fuel cells with battery energy storage will be validated, 567

respectively, according to the actual lab setup. 568

The system configuration of the MARINTEK laboratory is 569

based on a full-scale hybrid AES with ABB onboard dc-grid 570

system. The lab arrangement diagram is shown in Fig. 14. The 571

lab is equipped with two 410-kW diesel engines and variable 572

speed generator sets, two 30-kW fuel cell devices, plus one 573

55-kWh battery ESS. Power sources are connected to the dc-bus, 574

and system loading conditions are simulated with two control- 575

lable electric motors. Fig. 15 shows the equipment setup in 576

MARINTEK lab. 577

In the first validation test, one DG and one 55-kWh battery 578

system are in use. The validation test results are shown in Fig. 16. 579

The load profile is designed as four ramp-up cycles The dynamic 580

response of a DG is limited by its mechanical characteristic, 581

and so the battery banks are there to boost the system dynamic 582

performance to achieve the load demands. In this test, the 583
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Fig. 14. ABB MARINTEK lab setup diagram, where M1 & M2 are the
propulsion motors, and Brake1 & 2 present the controllable thrusters load.

Fig. 15. ABB MARINTEK lab in Trondheim, Norway.

Fig. 16. Validation test I: To compare the system response between simulation
model and HIL plant target in DG in-parallel mode.

simulated results from the Simulink model can match well with584

the actual recorded test. The overall mean average percentage585

error between the mathematical plant model and actual system586

is around 0.51%, and the average error between HIL plant and587

actual system is about 1.82%.588

In the second validation test, two fuel cell modules and the589

same battery system are configured. The test results are shown in590

Fig. 17. During the first 100 s, the two fuel cells were powered up591

with 9-kW output one after another. The power drawn from the592

batteries was reduced with the increasing power supply from593

the fuel cells. From the 120 s, the load demands are reduced594

below the fuel cell power supply so that the batteries are charged595

by the fuel cells. Between 100 to 480 s, the fuel cells provide596

the constant power output, while the batteries absorb the load597

Fig. 17. Validation test II: To compare the system response between simulation
model and HIL plant target in Zero-emission mode.

variations. From the 480 s onward, the power references for fuel 598

cells are altered so that the batteries provide the remaining power 599

to the load. The mean average percentage error is about 1.98% 600

between the mathematical model and the actual system, while it 601

is about 1.47% between HIL plant and the actual system. 602

To compare the test results, it can be seen that the system 603

simulation and HIL results compare well with the experimental 604

values recorded from the site. In addition, the transient rise time 605

and steady-state power output for all DG, fuel cells, and battery 606

power sources for both mathematical model and HIL plant can be 607

in line with the actual system responses. Therefore, the proposed 608

hybrid shipboard power plant model can be used to represent the 609

physical system behavior. 610

VI. CONCLUSION 611

In this article, adc-distributed hybrid shipboard power system 612

configuration has been studied. A system-level fuel cell-fed 613

hybrid shipboard power grid system with dc distribution has 614

been modeled. In addition, an HIL plant model platform has 615

been set up and tested in a lab environment. Finally, both 616

the system mathematical model and the HIL plant have been 617

validated against a full-scale hybrid shipboard power system. 618

This research work provides an essential platform and solid 619

foundation to apply optimization control of power and energy 620

management strategy in future work. 621
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Abstract—Environmentally driven regulations are significantly6
affecting shipping in recent years, where the shipbuilding industry7
is required to comply with upcoming restrictions concerning8
polluting emissions. The all-electric ship (AES) is one of the9
most promising technologies for complying with the increasingly10
strict environmental regulations, improving fuel efficiency, and11
enhancing system dynamic performance. In this study, the12
dc-distributed power grid of an AES integrated with fuel cells13
and batteries has been configured using extensive electrification14
technology, where the system-level shipboard power plant has15
been modeled with the average modeling method. The model not16
only incorporates the hybrid power source integration but also the17
primary and secondary power management as a whole. In addition,18
a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) has been set up to replicate the19
real-time system behavior, which is essential for the verification of20
any optimal power management control algorithms to be developed21
in future work. Finally, both the mathematical and real-time models22
are validated against the full-scale hybrid shipboard power system.23

Index Terms—All-electric ship, fuel cell system (AES),24
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL), hybrid shipboard power microgrid,25
renewable energy sources.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

MARITIME transport has played a dominant role in the28

global trade system for centuries, and it is expected that29
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international maritime trade will expand at continuous annual 30

growth for years to come [1]. Recently, environmental sus- 31

tainability has become a significant policy concern in global 32

maritime transport [2]. With this concern, the shipbuilding 33

industries are compelled to abide by rules on polluting emissions 34

imposed by International Maritime Organization (IMO) and 35

national legislation [3]. To achieve high energy efficiency and 36

low emission, it is believed that the all-electric ship (AES) will 37

be one of the most promising technologies to comply with the 38

environmental regulations [4]. In particular, vessel types such as 39

tug boats, river pushers, and ferries will be the early adopters as 40

they usually operate near coasts or in inner rivers, which belong 41

to emission control areas (ECAs). Other vessel types such as 42

container vessels may need more time before the AES design 43

can be adopted [5]. 44

With the development of energy storage technologies, new 45

energy sources can be integrated into the shipboard power 46

network. Batteries, as the most mature energy storage system 47

(ESS) device, have been widely utilized in different applications 48

in marine vessels. However, due to energy density limitation, 49

battery systems only function as a main power supply for 50

small-scale vessels in short distance shipping segment or as an 51

auxiliary power source onboard of large vessels to enhance the 52

dynamic performance or short-term zero-emission operation. In 53

order for clean energy sources to be a feasible solution for larger 54

ocean-going ship types, such as cruise ships and RoRo/RoPax 55

(the vessels built for freight vehicle transport with passenger 56

accommodation), fuel cell systems have been introduced. It is 57

expected that fuel cell systems would replace diesel engines as 58

the main power source in the future. 59

The hybrid shipboard power system integrated with different 60

types of power sources brings in a lot of benefits, but it also 61

increases the complexity of the system structure and power 62

management control. To get deep understanding of the hybrid 63

power system and improve the current control algorithms, a 64

comprehensive system-level hybrid power plant model is needed 65

as a foundation. The expected system model should be able 66

to perform the actual shipboard power plant responses under 67

different operating modes and loading profiles. 68

A few power system configurations and modeling method- 69

ologies have been published in the recent literature. In [6] 70

and [7], land-based hybrid dc microgrid configurations have 71

2687-9735 © 2022 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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been introduced. The authors in [8] have proposed a diesel-72

generator-based marine power network equipped with a battery73

ESS, while a fuel cell-based marine system model has been74

developed in [9], where the authors are mainly focusing on75

the fuel cell chemical reaction and fuel processing. The above76

references focus only on certain parts of the power grid rather77

than the observation of the dynamics and performance of the78

complete system.79

It is worth noting that shipboard power systems have their80

own special configurations and requirements [10]. The main81

difference with land-based power system is that shipboard power82

system is an isolated microgrid with short distances from gen-83

erated power to the electric propulsion load [11]. The average84

short-circuit levels and forces are quite high so that it must be85

dealt with some special manners to protect the power equipment.86

During cruising, shipboard power system is impacted a lot by the87

environment, such as marine weather and unexpected thrusters88

load variations, therefore the system stability and reliability is89

crucial for marine vessels. Extra efforts in system reconfigurabil-90

ity and redundancy are required to prevent single point failure91

according to the marine classification rules. Compared to EV92

power system, the power scale of the shipboard power network93

is much bigger and complicated. Due to its particularity of the94

shipboard power system [12], there is the urge to build its own95

power plant model rather than reusing other existing models.96

In addition, system-level power plant model is not only to inte-97

grate different power sources but also to implement primary and98

secondary level power management to coordinate power load99

sharing, frequency, and voltage control. A previous work by the100

authors [13] modeled an ac-distributed shipboard hybrid power101

system. However, in the past decade, dc-based distribution sys-102

tems have gained popularity due to their advantages in many103

aspects [14]. A system-level dc-based shipboard power model104

is necessary to simulate the vessel operating performances. The105

comprehensive and reliable power plant model is the foundation106

and precondition for system studies and further research.107

Compared to the existing studies on hybrid power network108

modeling problems, the main contributions of this article are109

highlighted as follows.110

1) A dc-distributed system-level shipboard power system111

model is built, integrating the mathematical model of dif-112

ferent power sources, as well as the primary and secondary113

power management control. All the power sources are re-114

sizable to configure the new shipboard systems according115

to the varied ship design specifications.116

2) A hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) platform is set up in lab117

environment as well. HIL helps to perform the system118

real-time states. It is a useful tool for prototyping the power119

and energy management system (PEMS) controller and120

communication interface validation without involving any121

hardware devices setup.122

3) Both the mathematical and real-time HIL model have123

been validated against the real hardware full-scale hybrid124

shipboard power system.125

The rest of this article is organized as follows: The hybrid126

shipboard power system configuration is discussed in Section II.127

A dc-based power distribution model and the simulation results128

Fig. 1. ESS integration scheme for both dc and ac distribution system.

are presented in Section III. Section IV evaluates the system 129

plant model HIL setup. And the validation tests are performed 130

in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this article. 131

II. SHIPBOARD POWER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 132

In this section, the functions of several integration schemes 133

will be introduced in detail. The advantages and the system 134

configuration of dc-distributed shipboard power system will also 135

be discussed. 136

A. Advantages of DC-Based Shipboard Power System 137

Currently, the majority of commercial marine vessels have a 138

diesel or gas engine powered plant with ac distribution, while 139

the dc-distributed shipboard system has drawn much attention 140

over the past decade. In both ac and dc-distributed systems, ESS 141

integration is a trend for different functionalities [15]. 142

Energy storage, such as batteries will help the slow power 143

devices level out load variations from the thrusters and other 144

heavy consumers. Besides, the clean energy sources are able to 145

provide the main power supply of the ship operation in order 146

to achieve zero-emission operation. There are several methods 147

to integrate the ESS into the shipboard network [16], which is 148

shown in Fig. 1. 149

According to this integration scheme, it can be seen that the 150

ESS is much easier to connect to a dc-distributed network than an 151

ac system. The storage devices can be directly connected to the 152

dc network. This direct-on-line (DOL) ESS gives an efficiency 153

increase compared to the ESS with dc/dc converter, but at the 154

cost of less control features to be achieved. On the other hand, 155

ESS is also possible to be extended to an ac-distributed system 156

through a dc/ac converter with LCL filter and transformer [17]. 157

The LCL filter is used herein to improve the power quality and 158

reduce the total harmonic distortion (THD) level of the main 159

power network. While the shielded transformer is utilized to 160

solve the electromagnetic interference (EMI) issue, it also blocks 161

the circulating current within the power electronic converters 162

such as IGBT or MOSFET. In addition, the dc/ac converters also 163

need to monitor the amplitude, frequency, and phase shift of the 164

power network voltage on ac side to achieve the synchronization 165

operation [13]. It is clear that the ac-based power configuration 166

is quite complex not only in system configuration but also in 167

power management control [14]. Furthermore, it also increases 168
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Fig. 2. Typical dc-based shipboard power system single line diagram.

the dimensions of the equipment, where the space onboard a169

ship is limited.170

Safety is another important consideration for implementing171

the dc-based distribution. A dc-configured system is inherently172

simpler than an ac system, which means that it is easier to predict173

fault scenarios and devise adequate protection against them. The174

generators can be connected to the dc distribution system in a175

short time because it is not necessary for synchronization. It has176

considerable potential to improve the stability, efficiency, and177

performance of future dc-based ship power systems [18].178

In addition to the benefits described above, there are numerous179

other benefits with dc distribution. Some of these are summa-180

rized as follows.181

1) Voltage Distortion: Harmonic distortion is inherent in ac182

systems with frequency converters, while being less of a183

concern with dc distribution.184

2) Electrical Efficiency: In the process of going from ac-to-dc185

distribution, the system efficiency is improved by 0.5–186

1% [19].187

3) Ease of Control: It is not required to control the frequency188

and reactive power of the network. The control system is189

simplified and only needs to overlook the dc voltage.190

Overall, the integration of a hybrid ac-distributed shipboard191

power is complex and costly [14]. Multiple layers of the power192

conversion and transmission increase the system losses and193

probability of equipment failure. It is more suitable for some194

retrofit projects, which are planned for extending a single ESS195

from an existing ac distribution network. Due to the advantages196

of dc-distribution power system, this study focuses on dc-based197

shipboard power plant modeling.198

B. Hybrid Shipboard Power System Configuration 199

For a hybrid dc-distributed shipboard power system, the en- 200

ergy storage devices can be connected to the system. A generator 201

set driven by a combustion diesel engine is possible to be 202

integrated into the dc power network. Usually, synchronous 203

generators are used and rectified (ac to dc converter) before the 204

power is transmitted to the dc bus. Propulsion and other ship 205

service loads are regulated by dc/ac inverters. The typical con- 206

figuration of an all-electric dc hybrid ship power and propulsion 207

system is shown in Fig. 2. In this study, two fuel cell modules 208

are function as the main power supply to achieve zero emission 209

operation. Two battery banks handle the ship load variations. 210

And two diesel gen sets (DG) are the backup power in case the 211

fuel cell devices or the hydrogen fuel are not available under 212

emergency condition. 213

The main switchboards are usually split into two sections 214

or more to obtain the redundancy requirements of the vessel 215

according to the marine class rules and regulations. This kind of 216

structure is not only an intrinsic advantage of dc distribution but 217

it also has the ability to supply power to the load continuously 218

even under certain fault conditions [16], such as short-circuit. 219

During normal operation, the dc-grid switchboard are usually 220

connected (close bus tie), which gives the best flexibility in 221

the configuration of the power generation. The optimal num- 222

ber of the power devices can be connected to the power net- 223

work according to the load transients to achieve certain control 224

criteria. 225

III. FUEL CELL-FED DC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM MODELING 226

In this section, a system-level dc-based hybrid shipboard 227

power plant will be modeled. The power network includes 228

the fuel cells, batteries, and DGs as the energy sources. The 229

essential components of the dc-grid power system are the power 230
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Fig. 3. General block diagram of a diesel engine-driven synchronous generator.

electronics devices. An ESS dc/dc converter and a 6-pulse ac/dc231

rectifier for DG integration will be modeled. The propulsion232

load and ship hotel loads of the vessel will be represented with233

controllable current sources. Power management, including load234

power sharing, dc voltage coordination, and power regulation235

will be achieved as well.236

A. Energy Sources Modeling237

1) Diesel Gen-Set Model: Fig. 3 shows the general config-238

uration of a diesel engine-driven synchronous generator239

system. The system consists of four main sections: Fuel240

injection and diesel engine, governor, synchronous gen-241

erator (SG), and automatic voltage regulator (AVR) [20].242

The mathematical models of each part of diesel generator243

are introduced as follows.244

a) Fuel injection and diesel engine can be presented by245

a time delay and the coupling shaft model, as in [21]246

and [22]. The simplified model is given by247

Tm(s)

uω(s)
=

Ken · e−td·s

tes+ 1
(1)

Jeq · dωm

dt
= Tm − Te − kfeq · ωm (2)

where ωm is the mechanical speed, uω is the control248

signal from the speed governor, Tm is the mechanical249

torque developed by the engine, Jeq is the equivalent250

inertia of the entire system, kfeq is the equivalent251

friction coefficient,Ken is the engine gain, td is a delay252

representing the time elapsed from the fuel injection253

until the torque is developed at the engine shaft, and te254

is the time constant of the fuel injection.255

b) Governor is responsible for regulating the engine256

speed to maintain it within the allowable range dur-257

ing the different load conditions, resulting in constant258

output frequency or within the desired limits. This259

governor also has the structure of a PI controller with260

the droop function implemented. This model can be261

given by262

uω = (ω∗
en − ωen − kdr,freq · uω)

(
KPω

+
KIω

s

)

(3)
where KPω

and KIω are the proportional and integral263

gains of the governor PI controller, and ωen is the264

engine nominal speed and kdr,freq is the speed droop265

gain that equals (mdr · ωen), and mdr is the static 266

droop slope. 267

c) Synchronous generator is considered without damper 268

windings for the sake of simplifying the model. And 269

its d-q rotating reference frame is given by 270

Vd = −rs · id+Lq · ωe · iq+Ld · did
dt

+Msf · dif
dt

(4)

Vq = −rs · iq−Ld · ωe · id+Lq · diq
dt

+Msf · ωe · if
(5)

Vf = rf · if + Lf · dif
dt

−Msf · did
dt

(6)

Te = (Ld − Lq) · id · iq +Msf · iq · if (7)

whereVd,Vq, id, and iq are the output voltages and cur- 271

rents in the d-q rotating reference frame, respectively, 272

Vf and if are the field excitation voltage and current, 273

respectively, rs and rf are the stator winding and 274

field winding internal resistances, respectively, Ld and 275

Lq are the stator inductance in the d-axis and q-axis, 276

respectively, Lf is the inductance of the field, Msf is 277

the mutual inductance between the field winding and 278

the d-axis stator winding, andTe is the electromagnetic 279

torque. It is worth noting that, the following assump- 280

tions have been considered: The stator windings are 281

symmetrical, a uniform sinusoidal distribution along 282

the air gap, the permanence of the magnetic paths on 283

the rotor is independent of the rotor positions, and the 284

saturation and the hysteresis effects are neglected. 285

d) Automatic voltage regulator has the responsibility of 286

controlling the terminal voltage of the synchronous 287

generator under different load conditions. This AVR is 288

modeled as a first-order system, representing a power 289

converter controlled by a PI controller [20], that is 290

given by 291

Vf =
kconv

tconvs+ 1
· (Uv − kdr,vVf ) (8)

Uv =

(
KPv +

KIv

s

)
· (V ∗

t − Vt) (9)

where KPv and KIv are the proportional and integral 292

gains of the AVR PI controller, kconv and tconv are the 293
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Fig. 4. ESS power source modeling. (a) Proton-exchange membrane (PEM)
fuel cell and its equivalent circuit. (b) Lithium-ion battery and its equivalent
circuit.

converter gain and time constant, and V ∗
t and Vt are294

the reference and measured rms output line voltage.295

kdr,v is the dc voltage droop rate for dc-distributed296

power system.297

2) Fuel Cell Model: There are a few different types of fuel298

cell technologies. The proton-exchange membrane (PEM)299

fuel cell is the most mature technology over other types of300

fuel cell. With its relatively low cost and high energy effi-301

ciency features, PEMFC is the most widely used in marine302

applications [23]. Fig. 4(a) shows a single PEM fuel cell303

model and its equivalent circuit [24]. The fuel cell losses304

are mainly divided into three categories: Activation loss305

Ract, concentration loss Rconc, and ohmic loss Rohm [25].306

The voltage of a PEMFC elementary cell can be written307

as follows [26]:308

Vcell = Enernst − Vact − Vconc − Vohm (10)

Vfc = Nfc × Vcell (11)

where Vcell is the voltage of a PEMFC elementary cell,309

Enernst is the equilibrium voltage,Vact is the activation over-310

potential, Vconc is the concentration overpotential, Vohm is311

the ohmic overpotential, Vfc is the voltage of PEMFC312

stack, and Nfc is the number of cells in series.313

In this study, the PEMFC is configured with Mat-314

lab/Simulink Simscape library.315

3) Battery Model: To balance the cost, energy density, power316

density, safety performance, and life span, Li-ion battery317

is the most applied battery type in marine ESS applica-318

tions [27]. Simple models based on the equivalent circuit319

of a resistor in series with a parallel RC circuit (polariza-320

tion circuit) [28] have been used to determine the dynamic321

characteristics of the battery, as shown in Fig. 4(b).322

Open-circuit voltage (OCV) is defined differently for323

discharging and charging at given state-of-charge (SoC)324

due to the hysteresis effect [29]. The total voltage drop325

from OCV is then modeled here based on the first-order326

equivalent circuit to account for the internal resistance and327

polarization (OCV relaxation).328

Vterm = VOCV − IRe − Vp (12)

where Vterm is the terminal voltage of the cell, VOCV is329

the cell OCV, I is the current rate of the cell (positive330

for discharging and negative for charging), Re is the331

electrical resistance (responsible for instantaneous voltage332

drop together with Cp, after the application of load) and333

Vp is the voltage drop across the polarization circuit.334

At any instant, Vp across the parallel RC circuit is rep- 335

resented by the voltage drop acrossRp or Cp. So, the 336

equation can be arranged by 337

Vp(t)

Rp
+ Cp

dVp(t)

dt
= I(t) (13)

where IRp is the current across polarization resistance, and 338

ICp is the current across polarization capacitance. The sum 339

of IRp and ICp gives the total circuit current I . 340

Then perform Laplace transform by 341

Vp(s) = I(s)
Rp

1 + sRpCp
(14)

so that the steady-state response of terminal voltage 342

Vterm s−s to a given current by 343

Vterms−s = VOCV − I(Re +Rp) = VOCV − IRti (15)

where Rti = Re +Rp is the total internal resistance of a 344

cell. 345

SoC is another critical parameter for the battery 346

system. SoC is intrinsically divided into two types: Instan- 347

taneous SoC (SoCinst) and nominal SoC (SoCnom), both 348

based on Ah counting. Nominal SoC is derived from nom- 349

inal capacity based on standard discharging conditions as 350

suggested by the manufacturer, while instantaneous SoC 351

is based on the available instantaneous discharge capacity 352

given by 353

SoCnom(ti) = SoCnom(ti−1)− Istep(ti−1)tstep

Cnom
(16)

SoCinst(ti)=
(1− SoCnom(ti−1))Cnom

Cstep avail(ti−1)
− Istep(ti−1)tstep

Cstep avail(ti−1)
(17)

where, Istep is the current at a given time step, tstep is 354

the span of time under consideration (sampling time of 355

BMS/controller), andCstep avail is the capacity available for 356

Istep. Instantaneous SoC is useful in indicating the capacity 357

available at a given time step and operating conditions, 358

especially higher discharge rates. 359

In this study, the Matlab/Simulink Simscape battery stack 360

model is utilized. 361

B. Power Electronic Converter Modeling 362

A dc/dc converter (for fuel cell and battery control), and an 363

ac/dc rectifier (for diesel generator control) are modeled in this 364

section. 365

1) DC/DC Converter Model: Both of the fuel cells and the 366

battery systems are powered by dc/dc converter. The dc/dc 367

converter regulates the output voltage and power flow 368

from the storage device [8]. Different from the battery 369

bidirectional control [31], fuel cells only require a single 370

direction power flow to provide the power to dc link. It 371

can be represented as the following equation: 372

Vdc

VESS
=

1

1−D
(18)
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Fig. 5. DC/DC converter average model.

Fig. 6. Average model of 6-Pulse ac/dc rectifier, where Vd, Vq , Id, Iq are
generator’s output voltage and current in dq − axes, δ is the angle between Vd

and Vq , coefficient Kv is the ratio between the magnitude of rectifier output
voltage Vdc and its input voltage Vd, Vq , and δ.

where D is the duty cycle of dc/dc converter.373

There are two methods to model the power electronic374

converters, i.e., electromagnetic transient (EMT) model375

and average model. EMT model is straightforward and376

can represent the modulation process of the power elec-377

tronic device. However, the simulation speed will be slow378

down due to the usage of high-frequency carriers during379

pulsewidth modulation (PWM). EMT simulation method380

is more suitable for system stability analysis studies, but381

not suitable to evaluate system performance throughout382

the operational profile which can last in the order minutes383

or even hours. For that reason, the average model is se-384

lected to configure the shipboard power plant model here.385

The dc/dc converter average model is shown in Fig. 5.386

2) AC/DC Rectifier Model: The DGs are connected into dc387

bus via a 6-pulse diode rectifier. The average model of388

a diode bridge loaded synchronous generator was used389

here to simplify the calculation of the average values of390

generator d-q variables to the dc voltage and current at the391

bridge output [32], as shown in Fig. 6.392

The voltage and current at the dc terminal can be defined393

as proportional to the amplitudes of the first harmonics of394

generator phase voltage and current, respectively [33]395

Vdc = Kv

√
V 2
d + V 2

q (19)

idc = Ki

√
i2d + i2q (20)

where Vdc is dc voltage output from the rectifier. Vd, Vq ,396

id, and id are the voltage and current of generator in dq-397

axes. Kv is the generator voltage constant, and Ki is the398

generator current constant.399

C. System Control Philosophy400

For existing hybrid shipboard power management is usually401

arranged in line with the hierarchical control framework. The402

basic structure is shown in Fig. 7.403

Fig. 7. Hierarchical control framework for shipboard power management,
where the primary and secondary control have been applied.

In hierarchical control, the primary control level is to handle 404

the load sharing among the hybrid power sources. The secondary 405

control level includes the grid voltage coordination and to ensure 406

bus signals at their operating ranges. The tertiary control level 407

is used to achieve optimal operation with intentional objec- 408

tives [34]. In this study, the primary and secondary level power 409

management control have been achieved, while the tertiary 410

control will be considered in future’s research work. 411

The basic load sharing mechanism in dc-distributed power 412

network is dc voltage droop control. Basically, with the voltage 413

droop control, all the power sources share the load based on the 414

dc bus voltage in the similar way as with frequency droop control 415

in ac-distributed system. The load sharing function is realized 416

by adjusting the voltage droop rate. In Fig. 8, it shows the load 417

sharing results of a dc power network with three different droop 418

rate setting. A steeper droop angle will cause one consumer to 419

take less load than one with a more flat droop angle given the 420

same voltage set point. 421

DG system is integrated into the dc network via 6-pulse 422

diode rectifier, and the output voltage is controlled by AVR. 423

The dc voltage set point is defined as the nominal dc voltage of 424

the rectifier. Droop increases with increasing generator speed. 425

Usually, the dc voltage droop rate is not larger than 5% [35]. 426

For the energy storage power sources, such as fuel cells and 427

batteries, the dc voltage droop control is implemented in the 428

power electronic dc/dc converters. The block diagram of the 429

voltage control loop is as shown in Fig. 9. It is a dual control 430

loop, with the current control as the inner loop with the voltage 431

control as the outer loop. Kdr,v is the voltage droop rate for load 432

sharing with other power sources. 433

The dc voltage droop control is simple and reliable. But due 434

to the complexity of hybrid dc-grid system configuration, it is 435

difficult to fine-tune the whole power system with one single 436

parameter to maintain the performance of each power source, 437

and ensure the system stability at the same time. It is also not 438

possible to achieve strategy loading or even optimized operation. 439

Therefore, the power control of the ESS devices is expected. The 440

dc/dc converter power control loop with PI controllers is shown 441

in Fig. 10. It is a single current control loop, where the current 442

reference is given by the quotient of reference power and dc 443

voltage. 444

In this study, dc voltage droop combined with power control 445

is implemented as primary power management scheme. The 446

system voltage coordination rules and constrains have been set 447

in power electronic converter models as the secondary level of 448
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Fig. 8. Load sharing with 3 different droop curves. (a) Integrated dc-distributed system with three power sources and their droop rates. (b) System voltage
and load sharing scheme.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE DC-BASED DEMO VESSEL

Fig. 9. DC/DC converter control scheme I - Voltage control loop.

Fig. 10. DC/DC converter control scheme II - Power control loop.

power management.The ESS device output power or voltage449

shall be regulated according to the reference command if the450

corresponding control scheme is selected. Two different opera-451

tion modes will be studied in this article: Zero-emission mode452

and DG in-parallel mode.453

D. System Simulation Results454

A small-scaled tugboat power plant is configured as the target455

vessel for simulation test. It is a typical hybrid shipboard dc-grid456

system design, as shown in Fig. 2. It comprises two sets of457

200-kW fuel cells, two battery arrays with capacity of 113 kWh458

and two 410-kW DGs as the back-up power. The detailed459

system configuration parameters for this dc-based demo vessel460

are shown in Table I. The simulation tests are performed with461

two operating modes, respectively: Zero-emission mode and DG462

in-parallel mode. The test results are shown as follows.463

1) Zero-Emission Mode: During the zero-emission mode464

operation, there is no DG online. The battery units are465

working under the voltage control scheme to regulate the 466

system dc-grid voltage level. Two battery sets share the 467

load via voltage droop control. Fig. 11 shows the simula- 468

tion results for the dc-grid hybrid power plant performance 469

under zero-emission operation. 470

a) T = 3–15 s: The load power increases to 300 kW. The 471

total load demands are supplied by two fuel cell mod- 472

ules and two battery units. Fuel cells follow the power 473

references from the dc/dc converter, while batteries 474

share the remaining required power equally when the 475

voltage droop rate is set as the same value. In this test, 476

voltage droop rate is set as 3%. 477

b) T = 15–30 s: The propulsion load is dropped. The bat- 478

teries switch to charging mode to absorb the remaining 479

power from network for future usage. 480

c) T = 30 s–end: the load is increased to peak, around 481

400 kW. The batteries discharge and provide the power 482

supply for the peak load demands. 483

It shows that the dynamic response of fuel cells is relatively 484

slow and it needs the battery systems’ support to fulfill the 485

peak ship load. With voltage droop control, the system dc 486

voltage slightly varies according to the different loading 487

conditions. Two fuel cells are operated independently 488

according to their own reference profiles. Usually in real 489

practice, fuel cells can be set to provide the average load 490

demands [36], and the batteries are to enhance the system 491

dynamic performance and boost the power supply during 492

peak load. 493

2) DG in-Parallel Mode: When the system is under DG 494

in parallel mode, the DGs connect to dc network via a 495
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Fig. 11. Simulation results for the dc-based shipboard power grid model for demo vessel. Zero-emission mode. (a) Power split of the hybrid shipboard power
plant model. (b) Dynamic behavior of fuel cell devices and batteries.

6-pulsed passive rectifier. The online diesel generators496

dominate the system dc voltage level naturally by its ter-497

minal ac voltage. In this case, battery systems are switched498

to power control scheme which is similar to the fuel499

cell control method to provide the output power flow as500

reference required to achieve an ideal loading strategy and501

optimization control. Fig. 12 shows the simulation results502

of the hybrid ship power system under DG in-parallel503

mode.504

a) T = 3 - 15 s: The load power increases to peak 400 kW.505

The fuel cell modules follow the power reference com-506

mands from the dc/dc converter. The propulsion load507

variations are absorbed and equally shared between508

two battery units. The voltage droop rate here is set as509

2% for both the DGs so that they are able to share equal510

100-kW load throughout the simulation.511

b) T = 15 - 30 s: The propulsion load is dropped. The512

batteries switch to charging mode to absorb the extra513

power for future usage.514

c) T = 30 s - end: The power of the load is shooting up to515

the peak again. The batteries discharge and boost the516

total power supply.517

In this simulation test, fuel cells and battery systems provide518

the power supply according to the power allocation reference,519

and the remaining power demands from the network go to DGs520

online. Similar to the zero-emission mode, the batteries function521

as the dynamic enhancement to support the system dynamic522

performance. To maintain system stability, the generators shall523

remain stable outputs, and usually, it can be set as the average524

load demands.525

For both zero-emission mode and DG in-parallel mode sim- 526

ulation test, the different power sources are integrated into the 527

common dc-distributed power network and able to satisfy the 528

load demands. The system power load sharing is under dc 529

voltage droop combined with power control scheme. During 530

both of the operation modes, the power reference profile for 531

the two fuel cells are set differently. This system-level hybrid 532

power plant model provides the control freedom to interface 533

with different tertiary level power management algorithms. 534

IV. HIL SETUP 535

Control algorithm testing can be time-consuming, costly, and 536

potentially unsafe if the test is against a real hardware-based 537

system. Therefore, software-based plant model is considered 538

for replacing the real system and to generate the operational 539

profile of a vessel. A HIL setup is expected to provide real-time 540

simulation of the shipboard power system behavior and dynam- 541

ics, as well as the hardwired interfaces with control signals and 542

communication protocols. HIL test is able to ensure high quality 543

of the control software. It is a reliable verification and validation 544

method to prototype the controller before implementing the 545

control algorithm into a real hardware environment [37]. 546

In this study, the shipboard power system plant model is 547

successfully built and run on a real-time Speedgoat target 548

machine, which provides real-time simulation of plant model 549

behavior and dynamics as well as the communication interface 550

with field-bus protocols. The power and energy optimization 551

control algorithms are developed and downloaded to a B&R 552

brand X20CP3586 programmable logic controller (PLC)-based 553
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Fig. 12. Simulation results for the dc-based shipboard power grid model for demo vessel. DG in-parallel mode. Frequency of the DG is 50 Hz. (a) Power split
of the hybrid shipboard power plant model. (b) Dynamic behavior of fuel cell devices, batteries and DGs.

Fig. 13. HIL topology scheme.

embedded control system. The available real-time Fieldbus com-554

munication protocols between the plant model and controller are555

Profinet and Profibus for this setup. In this study, the topology556

diagram of the HIL test bed is shown in Fig. 13.557

V. SYSTEM MODEL VALIDATION558

In this study, the mathematical shipboard power system model559

and HIL plant are both validated against the full-scale hybrid560

power plant system. The actual power grid facilities are located 561

at ABB collaborated hybrid power laboratory in MARINTEK, 562

at Norwegian University of Science and Technology, in Trond- 563

heim, Norway. The main objective of this experimental valida- 564

tion test is to verify that the response of the modeled shipboard 565

power system matches with the actual system response. The 566

DGs and fuel cells with battery energy storage will be validated, 567

respectively, according to the actual lab setup. 568

The system configuration of the MARINTEK laboratory is 569

based on a full-scale hybrid AES with ABB onboard dc-grid 570

system. The lab arrangement diagram is shown in Fig. 14. The 571

lab is equipped with two 410-kW diesel engines and variable 572

speed generator sets, two 30-kW fuel cell devices, plus one 573

55-kWh battery ESS. Power sources are connected to the dc-bus, 574

and system loading conditions are simulated with two control- 575

lable electric motors. Fig. 15 shows the equipment setup in 576

MARINTEK lab. 577

In the first validation test, one DG and one 55-kWh battery 578

system are in use. The validation test results are shown in Fig. 16. 579

The load profile is designed as four ramp-up cycles The dynamic 580

response of a DG is limited by its mechanical characteristic, 581

and so the battery banks are there to boost the system dynamic 582

performance to achieve the load demands. In this test, the 583
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Fig. 14. ABB MARINTEK lab setup diagram, where M1 & M2 are the
propulsion motors, and Brake1 & 2 present the controllable thrusters load.

Fig. 15. ABB MARINTEK lab in Trondheim, Norway.

Fig. 16. Validation test I: To compare the system response between simulation
model and HIL plant target in DG in-parallel mode.

simulated results from the Simulink model can match well with584

the actual recorded test. The overall mean average percentage585

error between the mathematical plant model and actual system586

is around 0.51%, and the average error between HIL plant and587

actual system is about 1.82%.588

In the second validation test, two fuel cell modules and the589

same battery system are configured. The test results are shown in590

Fig. 17. During the first 100 s, the two fuel cells were powered up591

with 9-kW output one after another. The power drawn from the592

batteries was reduced with the increasing power supply from593

the fuel cells. From the 120 s, the load demands are reduced594

below the fuel cell power supply so that the batteries are charged595

by the fuel cells. Between 100 to 480 s, the fuel cells provide596

the constant power output, while the batteries absorb the load597

Fig. 17. Validation test II: To compare the system response between simulation
model and HIL plant target in Zero-emission mode.

variations. From the 480 s onward, the power references for fuel 598

cells are altered so that the batteries provide the remaining power 599

to the load. The mean average percentage error is about 1.98% 600

between the mathematical model and the actual system, while it 601

is about 1.47% between HIL plant and the actual system. 602

To compare the test results, it can be seen that the system 603

simulation and HIL results compare well with the experimental 604

values recorded from the site. In addition, the transient rise time 605

and steady-state power output for all DG, fuel cells, and battery 606

power sources for both mathematical model and HIL plant can be 607

in line with the actual system responses. Therefore, the proposed 608

hybrid shipboard power plant model can be used to represent the 609

physical system behavior. 610

VI. CONCLUSION 611

In this article, adc-distributed hybrid shipboard power system 612

configuration has been studied. A system-level fuel cell-fed 613

hybrid shipboard power grid system with dc distribution has 614

been modeled. In addition, an HIL plant model platform has 615

been set up and tested in a lab environment. Finally, both 616

the system mathematical model and the HIL plant have been 617

validated against a full-scale hybrid shipboard power system. 618

This research work provides an essential platform and solid 619

foundation to apply optimization control of power and energy 620

management strategy in future work. 621
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